# Topic/Theme: Lois Lowry Biography

## Objectives:

**Content**
The student will organize biographical information by utilizing the insert method.

**Language**
The student will read, discuss, and relate to Lois Lowry's Biography.

## Vocabulary:

**Content Specific**
- Trilogy, Erector, Solitary, Odyssey, Vital, Interdependence

**Related**
- Father, Mother, Sister, Brother, Children, and Grandchildren

## Materials:
- Copy of Biography, Notebook paper, Writing Utensil, Dictionary

## Activities:
- Complete the Insert Chart and the BKQLH Chart.

## Closing Discussion:

**Thinking out-of-the-box**
What do Lois Lowry and you have in common? Explain how the commonalities are the same by writing a paragraph.

## Review & Assessment:

**Vocabulary**
- Trilogy

**Content**
- Each student will create a Frayer Model for Trilogy.

## Extension / Take-home Activity:
- Bring an item or picture to school that will illustrate the commonalities of yourself and Lois Lowry.